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Panorama Grossraumkabine
Best all-round visibility, state-of-the-art cab design, optimized ergo-
nomics for healthy, concentrated and fatigue-free work. Redesigned 
thermal management with increased heating and cooling capacity 
for maximum well-being. A clear and intuitively designed 12" touch-
screen color display provides full control of the machine at all times. 
Intelligent details such as inductive smartphone charging, cooled 
beverage compartment and various storage compartments make 
everyday work easier. 

Chassis
Innovative, patented undercarriage concept with optimum kinema-
tics at ideal force ratios. P-Vation for horizontal and vertical parallel 
adjustment of the wheels. Powerful H-Drive travel drive for uncom-
promising working and driving. Perfected hill supports with ideal 
pivot point to the slope angle.

Design by Alberto Bicego
The Menzi Muck M4x walking excavator series is not only characte-
rized by technology and performance, but also attaches great 
importance to a modern, innovative design that is functional and 
practical. By means of strategic design, the components of the 
superstructure and the cab have been optimally adapted to the 
requirements of our machine.

I-Control
The intelligent machine control architecture utilize the potential The intelligent machine control architecture utilize the potential 
of the walking excavator fully.The software-controlled electronics of the walking excavator fully.The software-controlled electronics 
open up a multitude of possibilities for the hydraulic system. An open up a multitude of possibilities for the hydraulic system. An 
intuitive operating concept, new functions such as I-Steering, intel-intuitive operating concept, new functions such as I-Steering, intel-
ligent interfaces with attachments complete the system. The result: ligent interfaces with attachments complete the system. The result: 
increased efficiency, reduced fuel consumption, more direct control, increased efficiency, reduced fuel consumption, more direct control, 
exceptional sensitivity with max. precision and power. exceptional sensitivity with max. precision and power. 

Triple Power Boom
With the M4x series, the unique, patented and proven Menzi Muck 
boom kinematics has been further developed. The result is an arm 
kinematics system that makes this walking excavator a mountain 
specialist. Without any additional options, the sophisticated arm 
kinematics ensure that the machine always has sufficient power to 
move dynamically over the terrain. Thanks to 114 % higher push-off 
force at the boom cylinder, off-road work becomes easy going.
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